STREETSCAPES RFQ QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

1. Are plans and specifications available for review?

   I would say that for this construction inspection project no plans or specifications will be available. We have not approved any plans yet and there is nothing in ECMS.

2. Have minimum requirements been established for the qualifications of the Contract Administrator (such as, is the Contract Administrator required to be a Professional Engineer)?

   No minimum requirements for the Contract Administrator have been established.

3. The request indicates that proposed employees will be reviewed and approved by PennDOT and the advertisement includes language consistent with PennDOT requirements for resumes. Is it acceptable to provide PennDOT standard form resumes for the TCIS and TCI positions in lieu of or in addition to Standard Form 330 resumes, instead of attempting to provide PennDOT standard resume information on Standard Form 330 resumes?

   Just include standard PennDOT resume information.

4. In addition to the TCIS and TCI resumes to be provided in response to this request it is assumed that resumes are to be provided for the proposed Contract Administrator and proposed scheduler for this project. Is that correct?

   Only resumes for the TCIS and TCI. Note: The Department is not going to give hours or pay for a Contract Administrator.